
USEFUL INFORMATION  
BEFORE YOU VISIT A REVAS  

RECYCLING CENTRE...

WASTE MANAGEMENT IN VIBORG MUNICIPALITY



Revas empties the igloo regularly and 
takes the paper for sorting. Then the 
different types are taken to different 
factories in Denmark.

At Børge Brenk’s place advertisements 
and newspapers come in a continuous 
flow. 
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After having read them, Børge Brenk 
drops all the paper in the white Revas 
igloo around the corner. 

At the factory the printed papers are 
put in a large vessel filled with water. 
At the end of the process the mass can 
be used for the manufacture of egg 
boxes, wallpaper and tissue paper.

When you drop cardboard in  
the container at the recycling centre it is 

recycled as a raw material for the manufacture 
of different types of cardboard. (Cardboard can 

only be dropped at the recycling centre).
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cleAn soil/sAnd

clean  
soil/sand  
must not  

contain ash  
and must not be  

contaminated

18

wood

Clean wood, wood with paint,  
varnish, and adhesive residues, 

pallets, demolished timber,   
kitchen furniture, plywood,  

and chipboard.

wood must  
not contain  

pressure-treated  
wood, insulation,  
doors and window  
frames with glass,  

furniture with  
textile

19
bulky wAste For 

incinerAtion

Sofas, carpets,  
box mattresses,  

spring mattresses,  
vinyl, linoleum

no
wood

20
mixed wAste  

For incinerAtion

Styrofoam, plastic, garden 
furniture, garden hoses,  

roofing felt, acoustic  
panels, garden ponds.

must not  
contain  

domestic  
waste

21
Pressure treAted 

wood

Lamp posts 
and sleepers

22
windows with And 

without FrAmes And 
doors with glAss

no bottles,  
drinking glasses, 
picture frames,  

and mirrors

1
Accumu-
lAtors

From cars and  
motorcycles

2

Follow the 
instructions

Asbestos And 
eternit sheets 

And slAtes

3
concrete, tiles 

And stone

Debris, concrete, tiles, stones, 
slabs, lightweight concrete, 

aggregates, base plates,  
porcelain, cement residues 

(powder), clinker, etc.

4

lAndFill

must not 
contain 

styrofoam 

Lightbulbs, rockwool/glass 
wool, toilets/basins, ash,  
mirrors, glass fibre and  
glass picture frames. 

5

Tyres with or  
without rims

tyres

6

bottles And glAss

Empty wine, spirits  
and juice bottles,  

glass jars, etc. 

must not  
contain wine 
glasses etc.

7

PlAster

Plasterboard,  
demolished plaster, 

wetroom plaster, etc. 

must not contain 
insulation, wood 
laths/steel rails, 

all kinds of plastic, 
and asbestos 

materials

8

gArden wAste

Branches, bushes,  
perennials, flowers,  
leaves, weeds, tree 

stumps, grass, roots, etc. 

must not 
contain 

soil. bags 
must be 
emptied.

iron And metAl

Cables, radiators,  
iron pipes, prams, 

lawn mowers.  

must not 
contain 

household 
appliances 

and spray cans

9 10
Furniture And 

household items

Intact furniture etc.  
that you cannot  

use any more

11
hAzArdous 

wAste

Pesticides, glues,  
paints, oils, batteries, 

etc. 

must not  
contain  

styrofoam  
and plastic.

cArdboArd

Cardboard boxes,  
corrugated cardboard,  
cardboard tubes, egg 

boxes, etc.

12

PAPer

Newspapers, weeklies, 
advertisements, etc. 

must not 
contain 

plastic and 
gift wrapping

13 14
PlAstic bottles 

And drums

Empty bottles and drums, 
for instance for  

detergents, windscreen 
wiper liquids, etc. 

must not be 
contaminated 

with hazardous 
waste or soiled 

with food

15

PlAstic Film

Stretch and shrink  
wrapping, plastic bags, 

etc. 

must not be  
contaminated  

with food,  
meat juices,  
or hazardous  

waste
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must not 
contain garden 
furniture and

toys

Sewer and drainage pipes, 
electrical and water pipes, 
water traps, cable trays,  
and corrugated sheets. 

PLAN YOUR TRIP IN ADVANCE...
Here you can see how the different types of wastes  
are grouped at the Revas recycling centres.

Large househoLd 
appLiances

Cookers, tumblers, washing  
machines, and dish washers

31

refrigeration 
equipment
Refrigerators, freezers,  

air conditioners, other equipment  
with refrigerants

32

smaLL househoLd 
appLiances

Microwaves, cooker hoods,  
vacuum cleaners, computer  
equipment, music centres,  

electric tools, and other small  
electric appliances

33

screens and  
monitors

Television sets, monitors,  
flat screens, portable computers

34

Light sources
Fluorescent tubes,  
low energy bulbs

35 36

Batteries

NO MORE BLACK BAGS! 
YOU MUST USE TRANSPARENT  

PLASTIC BAGS, WHEN TAKING WASTE  
TO  YOUR RECYCLING CENTRE...

POST THIS PAGE ON YOUR NOTICE BOARD...
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A political decision has been made on national 
level to only use transparent bags at Denmark’s 
recycling centres. Studies have shown that when 
using transparent bags people separate better 
and more waste can be recycled. This is good for 
the economy and the environment alike. 

WASTE MANAGEMENT IN VIBORG MUNICIPALITY
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Winegrower Vincent has bottled  
the first harvest of the year; he  
ships off a consignment of  
Beaujolais wines to Denmark. 

The new glass mass can be used for 
the manufacture of various glass 
products - such as bulbs. 

The next day Revas empties the  
igloo and takes the glass materials  

to a bottle recycling centre.

The neat bottles are carefully rinsed and 
shipped to winegrowers. Maren’s bottle 
is fine so it can be reused. 

Two days later the wine bottle and 
the jam jar are empty; Maren drops 
the empty jar and the bottle in the 
nearby Revas igloo. 

Maren Moselund is having guests for 
dinner so she goes to Per the Grocer 
to buy wine and jam.  

Worn and scratched bottles, glass 
and jars cannot be reused. They are 
crushed and melted for recycling into 
new glass. 

Vincent has just bottled the last harvest 
of the year, and he sends a consignment 
of Beaujolais to Denmark. 

Maren is having people for dinner 
again and she buys wine and jam 
at Per the Grocer’s. Who knows... 
maybe it’s the same bottle as last 
time, just with new wine...?

G
LASS &

 B
O
TTLES

At the centre, aluminium cans and iron are separated 
mechanically with a large magnet. Bottles are sorted accor-
ding to shape, colour, and size. Neat bottles can be reused 
- the most worn ones can be recycled. Plastic bottles are 
separated; many of them are returned to the take-back 
system and a very small portion is sent for recycling. 

NOW 

you can also 

drop aluminium 

cans and plastic 

bottles (PET) in 

the green Revas 

igloos
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Winni West is tidying up her war-
drobe - she decides to discard 
the striped woollen sweater she 
got for Christmas last year. 

Winni drops the sweater in a 
clothing drop-off container at the 
Revas recycling centre. 

All the clothes from the container are separated 
thoroughly in two fractions. One fraction is defect 

clothing, which is sent for recycling. 

Reusable clothes are sent by plane  
to poor countries. 

The other fraction is clothes that are suitable for reuse. 

Winni’s woollen sweater was in a 
fine reusable condition and Olga in 
Uzbekistan is very pleased .

CLO
TH

IN
G
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Gunnar Grauballe has filled his trailer 
with different types of waste, making 
ready for a trip to the recycling centre. 

When the container is  
full Revas transports it  
to the Waste Centre  
at Kirkebækvej in  
Viborg. 

Then the container is taken to  
the incineration plant where  
the waste is incinerated. The  
heat is used for district heating  
and power generation. 

In the container marked “Mixed waste for incineration” Gunnar drops, 
among other stuff, styrofoam, some soiled cardboard, and a few pack-
aging containers. Some of the items are larger than 1 metre, so he drops 
them in “Bulky waste for incineration”. 

AT REVAS WE HAVE A CLEAR OBJECTIVE TO INCINERATE LESS 
AND RECYCLE MORE. WE KEEP THIS IN FOCUS CONSTANTLY...

At the Waste Centre 
the waste is reloaded - and  

large items are shredded  
so they take up less space.

BU
RN

AB
LE ITEM

S 

NEW!

Now we can  

also handle  

carpets
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Svend Sønderby is a real handy-man. 
He just knocked down a plaster wall to 
join two rooms into one. 

Then the powder is shipped to a 
plasterboard factory where it enters 
into plasterboard production. Every 
new plasterboard manufactured 
contains 15% recycled plaster. 

At the factory, all the plaster is gathered 
and taken through a shredder that  
removes cardboard, paper and other  
impurities. The plaster turns into a 
powder. 

Here, in a large closed container, the 
plaster material is taken directly to a 

plaster processing factory .

ALL PLASTER

IS RECYCLED

Svend fills his trailer  
with plaster and takes it 

to the recycling centre. 

PLASTER
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At the Revas recycling centre  
the attendant tells him to place  
the bike in the container for  
“Iron and metal”. 

The metals are shredded into small 
bits and melted into a liquid mass 
that becomes part of a new produ-
ction. 

Approx.  95%. of the materials from 
the bike are recycled.

Søren Sommer is buying  
a new bike. Who knows...  
maybe some of the metal  
originates from Søren’s old bike...? 

In the following process all non-
metal impurities are segregated, 
most of which are landfilled. All the 
metals are sent for recycling. 

Søren Sommer is riding on his old 
rusty bike. When he hits a stone the 
back wheel buckles so he decides to 
discard it. It is not worth fixing.

IRO
N
 AN

D
 M

ETAL

ALL PLASTER

IS RECYCLED
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Dennis loads the trailer, drives to the 
recycling centre and drops the bricks 
in the container marked “Concrete, 
tiles and stone”. 

Bricks, tiles, concrete and similar 
are now crushed into small pieces 
in a huge crusher and are then 
recycled in, for instance, new roads, 
bicycle paths, etc

Dennis Dyrholm has a house in the 
countryside. He is now renovating and 
has demolished a half brick wall in the 
kitchen. 

When the container is 
full Revas takes it to 
the Waste Centre at 

Kirkebækvej.

CO
N
CRETE, TILES &

 STO
N
E
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Aage is a hot-tempered person, to 
say the least; if the computer was 
not already broken, it is now! 

The broken computer starts its new life 
in the container marked “Electronics” 
at the recycling centre. 

Aage Aaby is a real computer nerd, but 
what good does that serve him...? The 
computer has broken down and gone on 
strike. 

The electronics waste is taken to an 
approved company where it is dis-
mantled and separated into plastics, 
metals, and hazardous waste. Both 
plastics and metals are reprocessed 
and recycled in new products. 

84% for recycling 
12% for incineration/energy recovery

4% for special treatment/landfill

RECYCLING RATES:

 ELECTRO
N
ICS

Electronics waste must be 
separated into several fractions, 
so please read the signs at the 

recycling centre carefully.
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The boots are made of soft PVC.  
Soft PVC cannot be recycled - and  
it must not be incinerated, as the 

incineration process generates  
hydrochloric acid. 

Susanne Sander has a pair of work 
boots. Unfortunately, there is a hole 
in them,  so she has discarded them. 

Therefore, Susanne’s boots must 
be placed in the container marked 
“Landfill” so they end up in a sanitary 
landfill. 

Bent Bredballe is replacing the roofing 
of his tool shed. The roofing sheets 
are made of hard PVC.

These materials are taken to a factory reprocessing PVC. In a sophisticated process metals are  
segregated magnetically after which the PVC is shredded into granules that are extruded and  
recycled in new PVC pipes. 

At the recycling centre Brad places  
the old sheets in the container  

marked “Hard PVC”.

PVC

Soft PVC is found in, 

among other items, 

wellies, paddling 

pools, and similar. 
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Ejner takes the plastic film to the  
recycling centre where he drops it in  
the container marked “Plastic film”. 

Dog breeder Ejner Eriksen just received a 
large shipment of foodstuff and the pallet 
was wrapped in plastic. 

Then the granules are extracted 
so they can be recycled in, for 
instance, plastic tubes, new film, 
and many other items. 

At the factory all the soft plastics  
are segregated and granulated. 

PLASTIC FILM

When the container is full Revas  
transports it to a factory in Denmark 

that recycles plastics. 
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››

Karen goes to the recycling 
centre where she puts the lamp 
in the furniture and household 
items section. “What a nice 
lamp you got!”, says Paul, the 
recycling centre attendant.  

A few days later Mary passes a second-hand shop 
and sees her lamp in the shop window. “How nice 

is that! Now it can find a new home”, Karen thinks. 

Karen Kirkegaard is tired 
of her old lamp. Actually, it 
is still fine, but it does not 
match the new curtains. FU

RN
ITU

RE &
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SEH
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 ITEM
S
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Frank Feldthus owns a cottage from the 
70s and the roof needs replacement. He 
carefully removes the old asbestos sheets 
and places them in his trailer. 

At the recycling centre the  
Revas attendant shows Frank where to  
find the container for asbestos sheets. 

Asbestos is a very hazardous material. It consists of very fine fibres that may,  
among others, cause lung cancer by inhalation. Asbestos cannot burn and resists  
temperatures up to as much as 900 degrees. Therefore, the sheets are landfilled.

››
LAN

D
FILL “HEY THERE!  

You must stack 
them carefully! “

. It is important to load the sheets carefully so 
they do not release dangerous asbestos fibres 
into the air. Small bits and sweepings must be 
collected in strong plastic bags. 
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Here, the garden waste is chipped and 
shredded so it can be used directly on 
agricultural land as a soil improver. 
Another part of it goes through a  
composting process and residents can 
pick up the compost for their garden. 

The weather is fine and the recycling 
centre is crowded. Søren is not the only 
one gardening today, so the container 
is quickly filled and transported to the 
Waste Centre at Kirkebækvej. 

The Sørensen’s have a large garden 
- and thereby lots of garden waste. 
Therefore dad Søren has decided to 
take a trip to the recycling centre with 
a load of garden waste.

At the recycling centre he drops it  
all in the garden waste container. 

G
ARD

EN
 W

ASTE
NEWS!

Now residents 

can pick up com-

post for their 

garden at the 

recycling centre  

in Viborg 



From here, they are taken to 
the Hazardous Waste Centre on 
Kirkebækvej, where they are 
unloaded and stored under safe 
conditions before being shipped 
to approved treatment plants for 
hazardous waste. 

Paul Pinto is an enthusiastic painter.  
He paints walls - canvases.. yes, he 
sometimes even paints the town,  
but that’s another story... 

Paul has gone to the recycling centre with a bunch of paint cans. Some of them 
are empty and can go directly to the “metals” or “burnable” containers. Cans 
with leftover paints must be dropped at the “hazardous waste” section where 
they are stored in safe containers. 

Some of the hazardous waste is 
incinerated, for instance at the 

special facility NORD in Nyborg. 
Mercury is landfilled in salt mines 

in Germany. Oil is recycled into 
new oil. Revas’ transfer station 

has a plant of its own.

H
A
ZARD

O
U
S W

A
STE

152



Reuse is when an item can be used again 
and again until the day it is broken and 
has to be discarded. Examples of items 
for reuse are bottles and furniture. 

Recycling is when an item cannot be used 
in its present form, but can begin a new 
life in a new product by going through a 
specific process. Examples of items for 
recycling are plasterboard and plastics.

A third option is for waste types that are 
so hazardous that they cannot be burned 
or destroyed. This goes for asbestos 
sheets, for instance. Such items are 
placed in a special marked section at the 
landfill.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN “REUSE” AND  
“RECYCLING”?

Kirkebækvej 136, 8800 Viborg

Monday thru Friday .......................................... 8-18
Saturday-Sunday  ............................................. 10-18

Bjerrevej 94, 8840 Rødkærsbro

Monday thru Friday  .......................................... 13-18
Saturday .......................................................... 10-18

Industrivej 18, Ørum, 8830 Tjele

Monday thru Thursday  ..................................... 15-18
Friday  .............................................................. 13-18
Saturday  ......................................................... 10-18

Tastumvej 18D, 7850 Stoholm

Monday thru Thursday  ..................................... 15-18
Friday  .............................................................. 13-18
Saturday  ......................................................... 10-18

Materielvej 3, 7470 Karup

Monday thru Thursday  ..................................... 15-18
Friday  .............................................................. 13-18
Saturday  ......................................................... 10-18

Erhvervsvej 17, 9632 Møldrup

Monday thru Thursday  ..................................... 15-18
Friday  .............................................................. 13-18
Saturday  ......................................................... 10-18 

HOLIDAYS
We are open almost every day of the year - please 
note, however, that we are closed on 24/12 - 26/12 
(Christmas) and on 31/12 - 1/1 (New Year). 1 May and 
Constitution Day (5 June) the opening hours are as on 
the weekday in question. 

OPENING HOURS AT YOUR RECYCLING CENTRE


